An optical fibre-based strain sensor embroidered to a functionalised carbon structure (FCS) that can be used for structural health monitoring (SHM) is introduced. The aim of the design is not only to monitor strain, but also to act as a structural strengthening mechanism in the target application. The integration of optical fibres on the FCS is achieved by "interweaving" the two elements on a polymer textile substrate in a grid formation using a specialised fabrication process. The thus obtained sensor was then characterised using a fibre optic Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometric setup where a variation in the fibre length, i.e. resulting from strain, would induce a variation in the interference pattern. To do so, two different functionalised skein samples (incorporating optical fibres) were subjected to varying elongation using a tensile testing machine by carefully incrementing the applied force. A good correlation between the applied force and measured length change was observed, showing the value of the dual-achievement of the proposed optical fibre-based mechanism in obtaining strain measurement while being utilised as a strengthening agent.
INTRODUCTION
With the current trend in engineering and physical sciences towards the "smart city" concept, the implementation of sensor systems to monitor various aspects of a city, including that of the physical conditions of its civil structures is of vital importance. Structural health monitoring (SHM) has always been an attractive area of study within the sensors community and the recent advances in the uptake of fibre optic sensors (FOS) for the said purpose has seen a wide range of research into mechanisms in which sensors can be "embedded" into structures to provide real-time data [1] . The data thus obtained can then be used to predict potential structural failure, so that appropriate maintenance can be scheduled to address the economic benefits and ethical need for safe and sustainable infrastructures. This also goes hand in hand with the need to ensure that appropriate strengthening mechanisms of such structures are in place -the most recent advance being the utilisation of carbon fibre reinforcement polymer (CFRP) to strengthen concrete structures [2] .
One of the most demanding applications of SHM is the monitoring of strain in concrete structures. The usual method of utilising FOS for the purpose is to "glue", using for example epoxy, a network of sensors to the structure in question and monitor any variation in applied strain using interferometric techniques [2] . This technique, therefore, relies on the glue, that is used, being able to fully transfer the strain to the sensing element. Using this method, not only will the installation of the sensors be tedious, having to manually attach the sensors covering the interested area, but also, there is a likelihood of breaking the sensing elements while doing so, since most of these systems are fragile, grating-based sensors. In light of the discussion above, the work presented here attempts to develop tailored FCS with integrated optical fibre sensors using a novel technique involving the embroidery of optical fibres and textile carbon filaments in a net-based structure. A schematic of the FCS with integrated optical fibre sensors designed for SHM applications is shown in Fig. 1 . The proposed mechanism acts as both the reinforcement as well as the SHM mechanism, thereby saving a considerable amount of time and money. Furthermore, no glue is involved in the process and the strain would be directly transferred to the sensing element itself, ensuring more accuracy of the data obtained.
CARBON REINFORCEMENT STRUCTURES
An appropriate embroidery technology was developed at the Saxon Textile Research Institute (STFI), Chemnitz, Germany to manufacture the functionalized carbon structure (FCS). The developed embroidering technique allows the simultaneous processing of carbon fibres and optical fibre sensors to realise grid based functionalised carbon elements. Depending on the application, tailored carbon structures can be manufactured, i.e. several layers of carbon filaments with up to 50k filament fibres (corresponding to 3.200 tex), as well as very different grid structures. The modified embroidery machine for the fabrication of tailored carbon structures with integrated fibre optic sensors is shown in Fig.  2a and 2b. In order to fabricate tailored textile based carbon reinforcement structures with integrated optical fibres first the optical glass fibre (Corning SMF28E XB) and the carbon fibres were embroidered on a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) nonwoven substrate. To obtain tailored grid based carbon structures several layers of carbon fibres were embroidered subsequently on the PVA nonwoven substrate. After the embroidering fabrication process was finished, the nonwoven substrate was removed by dissolving the PVA in hot water (approx. 50 °C). A fabricated textile based carbon grid reinforcement with an integrated optical fibre on a PVA nonwoven substrate is shown in Fig. 2c .
EVALUATING FIBER OPTIC SENSOR PERFORMANCE
In terms of applying the integrated optical fibre for SHM of carbon reinforced elements, the characterisation of the sensor performance is important, including the evaluation of force transfer from the carbon structure to the optical fibre as well as the hysteresis and drift of the sensor. In order to do so, an initial proof of principle experiment on the performance of the integrated optical fibre sensor was conducted using a fibre optic Mach-Zehnder (MZ)-interferometer. Wavelen th nm TY Figure 3 . Developed fibre optical MZ-interferometer to evaluate and characterise the force transfer between the carbon reinforcement structure and optical fibre.
The MZ-interferometer consists of a broadband light source (BBS, Opto-Link C-Band ASE), two 3dB couplers, a Single-Mode (SM) fibre optic reference and sensor arm as well as an optical spectrum analyser (OSA, ANDO AQ6317B), as shown in Fig. 3 . A length change ΔL of the sensor arm causes a phase difference Δφ between the light of wavelength λ travelling in both fibre arms and hence, a change of the interference pattern.
In the initial proof of principle study, the evaluation is based on a skein of a 30 cm long 400 tex carbon filament with an integrated optical glass fibre (Corning SMF28E XB). The functionalised carbon skein has been embroidered first on the PVA nonwoven substrate and then cut into 30 cm long samples after the PVA was dissolved. The functionalised skein embroidered on the PVA nonwoven substrate and the obtained 30 cm long samples are shown in Fig. 4a and 4b . Following this the integrated optical fibre was spliced to the developed MZ-interferometer and the sensor performance was characterised using a tensile testing machine (MFC T3000), as illustrated in Fig. 4c . In order to measure the force transfer between the textile carbon structure and optical fibre, only the carbon structure was mounted to the tensile testing machine.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 4 . Functionalised carbon skein embroidered on the PVA nonwoven substrate (a) and the obtained 30 cm long samples after the PVA was dissolved. After fabrication the elongation transfer of the functionalised carbon skein was evaluated using the tensile testing machine MFC T3000.
The measured sensor performance of two different functionalised skein samples are shown in Fig. 5a and 5b. Both samples show a good correlation between the applied force and measured length change ΔL. For each sample, three subsequent measurements were performed. As illustrated in Fig. 5a and 5b, a relatively small hysteresis and drift were obtained for both samples. Based on the successful proof of principle study and the obtained fibre optic sensor performance, Fibre Bragg Gratings (FBGs) are currently being integrated into 2D textile carbon structures and are characterised. 
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
A functionalised carbon structure (FCS) that can be used for structural health monitoring (SHM) is introduced and evaluated. The FCS is based on textile carbon structures with integrated optical fibres or optical fibre sensors, respectively, that have been fabricated using a modified embroidery machine at the STFI in Chemnitz, Germany. This machine allows the cost-efficient fabrication of tailored FCS. In a proof of principle study the sensor performance of textile carbon skeins with an integrated optical fibre has been evaluated using a fibre optic MZ-interferometer. A good correlation has been achieved between applied forces and measured length changes. Based on the successful proof of principle study currently FBGs are integrated into 2D textile carbon structures and the sensor performance is characterised. The aim of the developed 2D textile carbon structures is not only for SHM, but also to be utilised as structural strengthening elements in the target application.
